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To all whom z't may concern: 
Be 1t known that We, HERBERT l-I. GERD 

ING and EDWARD A. GERDXNG, citizens of 
the United States, residing, respectively, at 
Newport and at Fort Thomas, in the county 
of Campbell and State of Kentucky, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Bottle Crates, ot which the _fol 
lowing is a specification. 
Our invention relates to reinforced crates 

or boxes, and more especially to crates or 
boxes ol’ composite Wood and metal con 
struction, such, for example, as are used for 
carrying and storing milkbottles. Its ob 
ject is to simplify and increase the ell'ective 
ness of construction of Such devices, where 
by they may be constructed with a minin'mm 
of expense for mate-rial and labor and be 
rigid and durable enough to withstand the 
severe usage to which such crates, boxes.. 
or the like' are usually sub‘iected.' Other' 
objects Will appear in the course of t-he en 
suing description, 
vWe attain these objects by the device 

illustrated, for example, in the accompa~ 
nyiug drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a general'perspective view 
of a milk-bottle crate embodying our in 
vention, part or the near >side and parts 
of the interior constructionbeing broken 
away better to reveal the interior corner 
construction ; f 

Fig. 2 is a detail perspective View of one 
of the outer corner members; 

Fig. 3 is a similar vieu7 of one of th 
inner corner members; ' ‘ 

Fig. ¿i is a partialñ horizontal cross-section 
on the plane of the line 4-4 of Fig. 5; 

" Fig. 5 is a partial vertical lengthwise sec-Á 
tion on the plane of the line 5_5 Vof Fig. 
4; and , 
F ig. 6 is apartial perspective view cor» 

responding -to Fig. 1, showing a modifica 
tion. 
In the example of Fig. 1, each side wall 

1 is made up of a bottom slat 2, two inter~ 
mediate slats 3, and a top slat 4; and each 
end wall 5 is made up of a bottom slat 6, 
two intermediate slats‘7, and a top slat 8. 

All of the slats are spaced apart vertically; 
and the upper two slats 3 and 4, or 7 and 
8, arev spaced far lenough apart tol admit 
the hands between them, so that the cud wall 
top slats 8 may be grasped as handles, in lift~ 
Amg the crate. The other slats preferably 
are not spaced so l'ar apart, ̀ and the three 
lower ones are consulter-'ably wider. 
Each side slat overlaps the end oi’ the 

'cm‘respomllng end slat, at each corner of the 
crate (Fig. fl). Usually it has been neces 
sary to nail the boards or slats together 
at the corners, vin prior eratesi lVe' avoid 
nailing by' combining with the wooden slats 
suitable outer and inner sheet metal corner 
men'ihers. 'l‘he outer corner member, 9 (Fig. 
2). is pressed into the shape ot an` angle bar 
with top and bottom inturned flanges 1() 
integral with the respecti ve legs ol.’ the. angle 
and with each other and'adaïjited to overlap 
the top and bottom edges ot the side and 
end wall slats 4 andl 8 and 2'and 6, respec 
tively, when the corner member.9 lits snugly 
against the outer surfaces of the slats. 
At suitable intervals, the legs _ot the anglo 

bar shaped corner member 9 are slitted in 
wardly .from their vertical edges and ma 
terial between yslits is turned inward at right 
'angles to the respective legs, forming a pair 
of lower tongues_11~,'a pair ot intermediate 
tongues 12, and a pair of upper .tongues 13, 
corresponding to 'the spaces between the 
slats. The? vertical dimension of each 
tongue lis greater than the width ot the 
space to which it corresponds; and the slats 
have gains 14 cut in their edges, receiving 
the top or vbottom end parts, as the ease 

may be, of the respective tongues (Fig. In the material of'each leg between the 
turned 4in tongues, holes 15 are puncheda 

, through which rivets 16 pass, extending in 
through the respective slats. .. . . 

The inner corner member 17 (Fig. 3) 
also is pressed into the shape of an angle 
bar; and its top end is _pressed inward to 
form the stacking guide 18, adapted to ex 
tend above the upper edge of the crate. 
somewhat oíi'set inwardly, when this inner 
member .fits snugly 'against the inner sur_~ 
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faces of the slats, at a corner, with the plain 
lower end of` this member 17 substantially 
flush with the lower edge of the crate. The 
rivets 16 pass through holes 19 in the inner 
corner members; and being headed inside 
and outside, bind the outer members 9 and 
inner members 17 firmly together, with the 
slats between them firmly held from up and 
down movement or endwise movement, not 
only by _these rivets but by the tongues 11, 
12 and 13 fitting snugly in the gains or re 
cesses 14 of the slat edges. Also, this fit 
ting of the tongues in the gains, as well 
as the fitting of the slat end parts together, 
prevents up and down weaving or diago 
l'nal distortion of the structure. ̀ The tongues 
11, 12 and 13 preferably are as long trans 
versely as the thickness of the slats, so .that 
their inner edges abut the inner corner mem 
bers 17. For finished appearance the inner 
member 17 has recesses 2O and 21 Ain its 
vertical edges, yregistering with the respec. 
tive spaces between slats, so that the inner 
edges _of these recesses 20 and 21 and the 
inner ends of the tongues 11,]12 andv13 
come close together. ` 
In the modification of Fig. 6 the only 

difference is that the slats 2', 3', and 4’ of 
the side walls 1’ andthe slats 6’, 7 ’ and 8’A 
of the end walls 5’ are so wide that their 
edges are very close together or abutting. 
However, the 'middle parts of the lower 
edges of. the top end slats 8’ are recessed to 
form hand holes 22. Only parts of one end\, 
and one side l`of this modi-fied crate or box \ 
are shown; but it will be understood that> 
the. remainder of the structure is similar to 
that shown. If Ventilating openings are de 
sired in the sides of the crate, edges of slats 
may be recessed, as is well known in the art. 
ln the example of Fig. 1, ample ventilation 
is afforded by spacing the slats apart, and a 
much lighter crate is thereby afforded, with 
considerable saving of lumber. This saving 
is not merely proportional tothe widths of 
the spaces; the narrower strips of lumber 
may be‘obtained at a much lower rate than 
the wider boards usually employed in such 
crates, as for example only one or two pieces 
to a side or end.- In the interest of economy 
and lightness, therefore, we prefer the nar 
row slat construction of Fig. 1; but even 
with the wider abutting boards 01‘ slats of 
Fig. 6,» the lower cost of the narrow lumber 
permits a saving. In ,either construction, 
the gains 14 of Fig. 1, or thevgains 14’ of 
Fig. 6, which are deeper due t'o the in 
creased' widths of the sla-ts, are cut very rap 
idly with a crossï'cut saw, or with two saws 
spaced to cut the gains in both en-d parts of 
a strip at one passage. The sheet metal 
corner members 9 and 17 are readily formed 
by means of >relatively simple tool equip 
ment, and need not be of great thickness, as 
is necessary .in some prior corner reinforce 
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ments in order to be effective. .Thus We 
save_both in the wood construction and in y 
themetal corner attachment. 
ln Fig. 1'We haveillustrated partially an 

interior bottle supporting construction well 
known in the art, comprising longitudinal 
and transverse partition rods 23 and 24.y 
having their ends fastened lin end wall and 
side Wall slats, respectively, and longitudi 
nal support rods 25 with their ends fastened 
in the bottom- slats 6 of the end walls. As 
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shown, the outermost ones of these support ' 
rods pass through. openings 25’l _and 25” in 
the bottom parts of the outer corner member 
9 and the inner corner member 17, respec 
tively. As these interior details are not es 

80 

sential parts of our invention, and any , 
other suitable interior bottle ,supporting 
structure may be substituted in conjunction 
with our improved wall and corner construc 
tion, most of each rod has been omitted, so 
as not to obscure the illustration of the inner 
corner construction in Fig. 1.. 

'l‘he effectiveness of the corner members, 
with the outer corner member tongues in the 
gains of the slats, to resist up and down 
weaving Aof the structure has been noted. 
Although the metal of the tongues is rela 
tively thin, the tongues are able to resist that 
action by >virtue of their close fitting in the 
gains 14, so that for such movement to occur, 
the tongues must be twisted very close to 

85 

their junctions with the main part of the 
member 9, where they have almost the full 
reinforcement of the main part edgewise. ~ 
This simple, comparatively light metal con 
struction also practically prevents sidewise 
weaving, although the inner corner members 
have no diagonal bracing other than the 
spandrel shaped top parts of their stacking 
guide extensions 1_8 at their tops. Because 
a side Slat, lapping across the end of an end 
s_lat, must swing out away from the gain 14 
in the end slat, and is prevented from doingÍ 
this by the outer member 9 hugging the out 
side of the side Slat closely and having its 
_tongue firmly fitting in the end 'slat gain 
14, the outer corner member 9 resists such 
sidewise weaving in tension, at each corner 
where this movement would result in reduc 
ing the angle between the end and side walls. 
Of course such resistance as the inner 

members 17 have is added to the resistance 
of the outer members 9; and the inner mem 
bers may have suitable >diagonal bracing',.as 
for example, ribs such as shown .and claimed 
in- our copending application', Serial No. 
8,906, filed February 13,A 1925. Butwhere 
omission‘of _such interior bracing is desir 
able, to avoid obstruction to ready insertion 
of bottles'in the corner compartments of the4 
crate, we provide for that without impair 
ing the rigidity of the crate; and by doing 
this with metal in tension the required 
amount of metal is minimized, with the. 
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benefits of lightness and economy before 
alluded to. _ 

ln al crate made up of relatively narrow 
slats or boards, either as in Fig. 1 or as in 
l‘`ig. 6, expansion or swelling of the wood 
Lup and down is amply compensated for, be 
cause the swelling of each narrow Slat or 
board is not so great, and is not added to 
that of the other boards or slats, because of 
the space between theboards or slats, even 
where these are close together as in Fig. 6. 
Having only one rivet at each end of a slat 
facilitates this, as the slat can swell each 
way from its rivet. y 
The crate is very readily assembled. ,By 

reference to Fig. 4 it will beseen that the 
side wall slat 3 may have its end brought in 
between the inner ends of the tongues »11 and 
12 at the side and the _inner surfaces of the 
tongues 1l and 12 at the end, and then lbe 
pressed out in broadside direction, with the 
side tongues 11 and 12 ente-ring its gains 14 
as seen in Fig. 5. 'l‘hen the end wall slat 7 
simply Ais brought with its end against the 
side wall slat, and pushed out, receiving the 
end tongues 11 yand 12 in its gains 14. All 
of the corresponding slats thus are readily 
assembled with the corner members 9 in 
this manner; and then, after the inner mem 
bers 17 are positioned, and a few of the 
rivets 16 inserted to hold these inner mem 
bers in place, the crate is held assembled for 
completion of the riveting and securing of 
the interior bottle support rods 23, 24 and 
25, or‘other` equivalent structure, part or all 
of which may have been attached to the slats 
before assembling them with the corner 
members as above described. 
Of course the number and dimensions of 

the slats may vary, and `the number of 
tongues and other details of the corner mem 
bers may vary accordingly, and numerous 
other modifications besides those alluded to 
herein may occur, as well as adaptation of 
our improved construction to boxes, crates 

Y- or the like for purposes other than contain 
ing milk bottles. ~ 

Therefore, we do not wish to be under 
stood as being limited to the precise disclo 
sure herein, but having thus fully described 
a preferred embodiment ofour invention, as 
is required, what we claim as new and _de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. In a bottle crate, upright wall members 
assembled to .form a corner of the crate, each 
of oblong vertical cross-section with its nar 
row edgesl horizontal and having a trans 

l Averse recess in one of said horizontal edges 

60 
.near said corner, said recess terminating 
short of the opposite narrow edge,and a 
corner member lapping around the corner 
outside said wall members and having ex 
tensions in the respective recesses. 

Q. In a bottle crate, a plurality of upright 
series of wall members assembled to form a 

B 

corner of the crate, each of oblong vertical 
cross-section with its narrow edges horizon 
tal and having a transverse recess in one of 
said horizontal edges near said corner open 
ing out toward the other member of the 
series, said recess terminating short of the 
opposite narrow edge of the respective mem 
ber, and a corner member lapping around 
the corner outside said wall members 
and having extensions one of which fits be 
tween the wall members of one series in the 
recesses thereof, and' another of which fits 
between the wall members of the other series 
in the recesses thereof. - , ` , 

In a bottle crate, a plurality of upright 
series of wall members assembled to form a 
corner of the crate, each having a recess in 
its horizontal edge near said corner opening 
kout toward the other member of the'series, 
and a corner member` lapping around the 
corner outside said wall members and hav 
ing extensions, certain ones of which fit be 
tween the wall members ot' the respective 
series in the recesses thereof, and certain 
other of which extensions lie along the 
outer sides of the respective wall members, 
these other extensions being secured to said 
‘wall members, beyond said recesses from 
said corner. 

4. "in a bottle crate, a plurality of upright 
sei-lesbi’ wall members assembled to form a 
corner of the crate, each of oblong vertical 
cross-section with its narrow edges horizon 
tal and having a transverse recess opening 
out through its edge toward another member 
of the series near said corner, said recess ter 
minating short of the opposite narrow edge 
of the wall member, and a corner member of 
sheet metal pressed into angle-bar shape and 
having its upright edges along the respec 
tive series of wall members slitted at inter 
vals, alternate portions between slits being 
turned inward on lines longitudinal of the 
corner member, forming a series of exten 
sions on the respective legs of _the angle-bar 
shape, each extension of one of said series 
having its upper and lower end parts .fitting 
in adjacent recesses of one of said series of 
wall members, and each extension-of the 
,other series having its upper and lower end 
parts fitting in adjacent recesses ofthe other 
series of wall members, and the remaining 
portions of said corne-r members between 
slits being fixed to the upright sides of the 
respective wall members. 4 

5. In a bottle crate, upright wall members 
assembled to form a corner of the crate, 
members at one side of said corner being in 
upright series with their adjacent edges sep 
arated, leaving a space, each member of the 
series having a transverse recess in one of 
its horizontal edges near said corner open 
ing out toward the other member of the 
series, said recess terminating short of the 
opposite narrow edge of the respective mem 
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ber, an outereorner member lapping around ner surfaces of said wall members' and se 
- the corner outside said Wall members and ouredfthereto, and lapping close to the inner 
having extensions one of which fits between end of said extension at said inner surfaces,` 10 
said members of said series in the recesses to ̀ exclude foreign substances from the space ’ 

5 thereof and _extends substantially to the in- between the corner members. 
ner surfaces of said Wall members, and an HERBERT H. GERDING. 
_inner corner member fitting against; the in- - EDWARD A. GERDING. 


